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Industry-University Common Understanding and Adaptable Common Document Formats with

Respect to Graduate School Architecture Internships

1. Current Situation and Problems Regarding Internships

1-1. Implementation of internships and lack of common understanding: With the revision of the

architect system in November 2008, from FY2009 it became a necessary condition for postgraduate

students to acquire credits through architectural design/construction management-related internships

in order to receive accreditation for work experience in graduate school, and already universities and

architectural design offices are jointly implementing internships1. According to a survey conducted

by the Zenkenkyo (National Architecture University Education Liaison Council), there exists a gap

in thinking between the universities, which dispatch the students on internships and supervise them,

and the architectural design offices, which accept the students for their internships and implement

their practical training—in other words, between industry and academia—and moreover, the survey

showed that there are differences between universities regarding not only the relationship between

number of credits awarded and number of internship hours, but also in internship objectives and

understanding as well as document formats. Ensuring that no differences arise between industry and

academia and between universities in thinking about internships is, in other words, a means of

ensuring that the students participating in internships do not themselves become confused.

1-2. Situation regarding the matching of students with the architectural design offices where they

undertake their internships: Currently, when deciding at which architectural design office students

will undertake their internships, each university employs various matching methods. In some cases,

the supervisor of the student’s laboratory contacts the architectural design office; in some cases the

university has an internship office which acts as the liaison channel between architectural design

offices and the university/student; and in some cases the students themselves contact the

architectural design office themselves to obtain permission to undertake their internship at that office.

Furthermore, as is the case with the Kinki region and Kanagawa Prefecture, there are cases in which

universities request internship agencies to arrange matches between students and architectural design

offices. Thus, there are differences in matching methods between universities and between regions.

1-3. Thinking regarding the number of years required for work experience: The original thinking

regarding internships was, fundamentally, to use 100% of work hours and count the number of work

years. However, the graduate school internship system is a flexible system under which students’

work years are counted according to a kind of special treatment in which number of work years is

reduced according to the students’ short-term training period and acquisition of a set number of
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credits for related subjects. That is to say, human resources who are employed by architectural

design offices after their graduation are expected to work actively in a design team leadership role

comparatively earlier than others, and so it is necessary for both students and universities to renew

their awareness that this is the premise upon which the graduate school internship system is built.3

1-4. Need for common documents: There appear to be cases in which universities send students on

internships on the mistaken understanding that internships are “part-time jobs without pay”. The

architects who accept students on internships pour huge amounts of time and money into educating

the experience-poor students. With all their might, they teach students the practical aspects of their

profession while shouldering the enormous responsibility of training new human resources. Under

the current situation, application forms, evaluation forms, and other document formats are all

different, with no uniformity, and so it is imperative that universities avoid making the offices that

accept interns spend even more time than necessary on paperwork.

2. Philosophy and Objectives of Internships

2-1. Philosophy of internships: The philosophy of internships is to provide students with experience

of the workplace that enables them to make the most of their study majors and/or future occupational

preferences—in other words, practical work experience—during their enrollment.2 According to

their position, internships offer different merits for students, universities, and architectural design

offices, and the benefits for each all contribute to the creation of a better society.

2-2. Positioning of internships within universities: Originally, architectural graduate school

education aimed to provide a place where students could acquire specialist architectural knowledge

through research, experiments, and lectures as well as acquire a broader knowledge of construction

overall, enabling students’ rich individual thinking about architecture to mature and to lead student

lifestyles that mesh with their personal goals. Accordingly, participation in the internship system is

left completely up to the discretion of the student and the university neither recommends that

students participate or forces them to participate in the system. In addition, the treatment of

internship-related subjects differs from university to university, and the formation and operation of

the internship syllabus must respect the autonomy of each university. However, care should be taken

to ensure that no unfairness arises between universities in the setting of work experience years

required and evaluation systems.

2-3. Merits for students: Especially for Master’s Course and Doctoral Course architecture students

seeking a future career as an architect, internships arouse students’ desire to learn, cultivating a high

professional awareness, as well as contribute to the deepening of students’ understanding of

architectural design.

2-4. Merits for universities: The merits for the universities dispatching students on internships are

that the universities can ensure that students understand the meaning of academic learning by
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undergoing practical training that they cannot acquire at university.

2-5. Merits for architectural design offices: The merits for the architectural design offices that accept

students on internships lie in the provision of practical social experience as part of their corporate

social responsibility, contribution to society, and promotion of understanding of the architectural

design industry. Moreover, internships enable different generations to gain mutual understanding

through architecture and young staff to gain experience in supervisory roles.

2-6. Merits for both universities and architectural design offices: The merits for both universities and

architectural design offices are the strengthening and maintenance of relationships between society

and universities and human resource exchange.

3. Common Internship Documents/Formats

3-1. Common internship documents/formats: As mentioned above, currently there are differences

between universities and architectural design offices in the implementation of internships, with each

using its own unique documents. While respecting the autonomy of universities, creating common

document formats for use in internship programs would provide various merits: common formats

would make organization and processing of documentation simpler and more convenient for the

architectural design offices who are accepting students as interns; standardization of evaluation

methods would ensure that students are evaluated fairly; and sharing of data would enable sharing of

information on the status of students’ progress in acquiring credit points.

3-2. Flow of Internship Documents and Common Formats: matching can be divided broadly into

cases in which matching of students to host design offices is contracted out to internship agencies or

other local liaison channels (Document Flow (1)) and cases in which matching is carried out by the

university internship liaison office through direct negotiations with architectural design offices

(Document Flow (2)). However, in either matching system, there are thought to be significant merits

for the host architectural design office if documentation is uniform (see figure below). Furthermore,

in the case that documents flow from student to university liaison office to host design office to

internship agency liaison point, using the same documents from application to credit recognition

simplifies document management considerably. The format imaged under this heading would always

include attachments of all documentation, from internship application to evaluation, for not only the

design (planning) field but also structure and facility fields. Using this application form heading and

evaluation sheet as common formats for all architectural fields, a summary method is envisioned in

which more detailed work information for design, structure, facilities, and other fields is attached

between these two common formats. Furthermore, there is also believed to be a need in the future to

respond to internationalization by considering adjusting internship programs to be compatible with

UIA and other overseas internship systems and preparing documents/forms printed in both Japanese

and English.
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There are two common formats: “Architecture Internship Common Data Sheet”, which is used as the

cover sheet when submitting an internship application; and “Internship/Training Record and

Implementation Report Sheet”, which contains reports and evaluations and is prepared at the end of

the internship. With regard to the content of the internship training undergone by students, more

detailed reports on “design/planning”, “structure”, and “facilities” are to follow these two sheets.

Furthermore, with regard to formats for report content, in consideration of the fact that formats may

differ depending on the university or architectural design office, the only two nationally uniform

formats are the “Architecture Internship Common Data Sheet” and “Internship/Training Record and

Implementation Report Sheet”.

3-3. Architecture Internship Documents: Types and Procedural Flow

The following is a list of architecture internship documents.

a. Common Data Sheet (Common format for design/planning, structure, and facilities) (1), (2), (3)

b. Record/Report Sheet (Common format for design/planning, structure, and facilities) (4), (5), (6),

(7)

c. Training Content Report (Separate formats for design/planning, structure, and facilities) (6)

d. Other reports (free format based on the policies of the university or architectural design office) (6)

Based on the above, common understanding between industry and academia regarding graduate

school architectural internships for FY2012 has been established and common internship document

formats have been prepared; we would therefore be pleased if these formats were used.

End

1On September 2, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism published

Announcement 1313 regarding the treatment of work experience for graduate school students.

Consequently, on October 17 the Japan Architectural Education and Information Center summarized

internship implementation details in the “Screening Standards for Work Experience at Graduate

Schools (Draft)”. In order for students to be awarded 2 years (1 year) of work experience as was

previously the case, they are now required to acquire a minimum of 14 credit units (8 credit units)

for internships during their enrollment at graduate school.
2According to the “Screening Standards for Work Experience at Graduate Schools” issued by the

Japan Architectural Education and Information Center, “work experience” refers to the combination

of practical work experience and related subject courses. For further information, see

http://www.jaeic.or.jp/kkaisei_daigakuin_itiraninfo.htm.
3With regard to conditions for work experience, in response to the question, “If education and

research are not included in work experience, would it not be inconsistent to include graduate school
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internships in work experience?” the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism replied

that, “Based on the ‘Summary of the Basic System Subcommittee, Architecture Committee, Panel on

Infrastructure Development (December 2007)’, in the case that the content of internships is

equivalent to work experience with regard to work duties related to architectural design/construction

management, graduate school internships shall be included in work experience”.
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Name of graduate school＊

Student identification number

Subjects＊

Training period/Credits

Date of birth:*

Name of academic supervisor＊

Accreditation/licenses*

Requested training period*

Requested field of architecture*

Prepared by the Industry-University Architectural Education Collaboration Liaison Conference/FY2012

Other requests

Personal strengths, other

information

Items marked with a double asterisk (**) are those for which internship content is almost entirely comprised of architectural design.

Architecture Internship Common Data Sheet

Attach photo here*

(35mm wide by 45mm long)

Name＊

YY/MM/DD (Age as at April 1: )

Regional planning design office**

Reference Number

University/graduate school School/department Major

Date: (YY/MM/DD)

Mac ・ Windows / Word ・ Excel ・ PowerPoint

Total hours credit units

Postal code

Name Relationship to applicant

Postal Code

Landscaping office** Facility construction company design division

Requested host architectural
design office.
Not required if you have not
particular request.

( ) days, from YY/MM/DD to YY/MM/DD

Construction company design divisionConstruction company design division Construction company design division

Corporate-type design office Corporate-type design office Corporate-type design office

Structural design office Facility design office

Nationality/Address in home country

Current address*

Postal code

tel.

Gender*
Home country

State or prefecture

e-mail

Items marked with an asterisk (*) must be completed.

tel.

Address during internship
period

Only complete if different from your current address.

PC/CAD skills*

tel.

Design/planning Structure

e-mailtel.

Address of parent or
guardian*
(home address)

Registered building investigation body, etc. Registered building investigation body, etc. Registered building investigation body, etc.

2D/3D-CAD Other software ( )

Name

Studio-type design office

Facilities

Requested host architectural design office questionnaire



Weeks

Reference Number

Architecture Internship/Training Record and Implementation Report Sheet

Date: (YY/MM/DD)

Training hours Training content (in detail) Number of hoursVerification column Self-evaluation column Notes

Training motivation General evaluation

Hours A ・ B ・ C ・ D A ・ B ・ C ・ D A ・ B ・ C ・ D

Accompanying documents 1. Yes (attached) 2. No

Evaluation of internship supervisor

Total number of training hours Attitude towards life Cooperativeness

Architect / Building services architect
〒 Tel.

A ・ B ・ C ・ D

Evaluation standards A: Outstanding B: Very good C: Is achieving the training objectives D: Is not achieving the training objectives

Name of supervising architect Name of first-class registered architect's office Address Contact details

Accompanying documents 1. Yes (attached) 2. No
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Seal e-mail

Supervisor's comments



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

（ ）

Other Assistant work with various diagnoses and preparation of reports

**

(1) Building plan outline; (2) Specifications; (3) Finish schedule; (4) Area schedule and area estimation diagram; (5) site map; (6) Plot plan; (7) Floor plan (all floors); (8) Section; (9) Elevation (all sides);

(10) Detailed section drawing; (11) Interior elevation; (12) Reflected ceiling plan (all floors); (13) Detailed floor plan; (14) Partial detail drawing; (15) Door and window schedule; (16) Construction cost

estimate; (17) Various calculation sheets; (18) Other documents required for submitting applications for confirmation

Outdoor planning/design and landscape design assistant work
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Other work

Report should include attachment(s) providing descriptions of specific work content.

*Main work performed: ◎; other work performed: ○

Supervision Construction site supervision assistant work

（ ）

Other work

Construction work management assistant work

Applications Application for confirmation, etc., assistant work

Other work

（ ）

Other work

（ ）

Estimates Assistance preparing construction work estimates and quantity survey reports

（ ）

Detailed design
Other work

（ ）

Other work

Detailed design assistant work

Other work

Basic design

（ ）

Basic design assistant work

Competition/proposal application assistant work

Basic planning assistant work

（ ）

Other work

Basic planning

Compiling/surveying of regulatory design conditions

Surveys of status of areas around sites
Preliminary

surveys
Surveys of status of areas around sites (regional plans, designs, etc.)

Architecture Internship in the Field of Design/Planning: Internship Training Content Report

Design stage Content of assistant work performed by internee
◎
○* PERS/model

preparation

Content of work actually performed during internship (○)

Survey work
Drawing preparation

**Provide drawing numbers



Structural Design Internship Implementation Menu

Item Content

0 Internship guidance Points to note, rules
Internship purpose/overview
Occupational ethics
Overview of subject building

□RC □S □SRC □Wood □Other
□Seismic resistance □Seismic isolation □Seismic damping □Other

Design route setting

Other

1 Structural plan and section assumption Structural plan
Comparative examination of various structural forms
Calculation of wall quantity
Member section assumption
Setting of floor height, span
Stiffness ratio

Other

2 Setting of load and external force Fixed load
Movable load
Seismic load
Snow load
Wind load
Temperature

Other

3 Calculation of stress Understanding of analysis software
Input of data into analysis software
Calculation of vertical load stress
Calculation of horizontal load stress
Time history response

Other

4 Cross-section calculation Secondary member design
Binding beams
Slabs
Beams
Columns
Foundation
Junctions
Joints, fittings
Column bases
Palings
Braces/seismic walls, etc.

Other

5 Secondary design Story drift
Stiffness modulus
Eccentricity ratio

Other

6 Calculation of Ds
Calculation of Fes
Calculation of Qun
Consideration of horizontal load-carrying capacity

Other

7 Consideration of detail Assessment of stress transference
Detail design

Other

8 Seismic diagnosis

9 Aseismic reinforcement design

10 Preparation of structural calculation sheet

11 Preparation of structural drawings Training in CAD and drawing preparation methods
Preparation of structural drawings

Other

12 Construction site design supervision Participation in meetings
Inspection of reinforcement arrangement, etc.
Stress/strain control, etc.

Other
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Facility Internship/Menu

Category Item Content

1 Common Facility design procedures

Role of facility designers

Importance of facility design

Facility design documentation

Main design themes

Examples of themes

Basic design methods

Use of previous training programs is also possible.

Gathering design information Gather design-related information at product briefings, exhibitions, etc.

Check actual equipment and construction details through facility visit, etc.

2 Basic design Assist with preliminary surveys Assist with site inspections, legal research, and case example research.

Attendance at design meetings

Attend meetings with clients, designers, and related parties from inside and outside the

company. In addition, assist in the preparation of meeting records. Cooperate in meetings with

the fire department, waterworks department, and other government agencies.

3
Assist with preparation of

calculation sheets (air-

Heat load calculation sheets, ventilation calculation sheets, energy conservation calculation

sheets, etc.
*If there is no applicable project, substitute with recalculations for previous design projects.

Assist with preparation of

calculation sheets (electricity)

*As above
Assist with preparation of

calculation sheets (sanitation)

Water supply facility capacity calculation, pipe size calculation, energy conservation calculation

sheets, etc.
*As above

Assist with equipment selection Selection of main equipment based on calculation sheets

*As above

4
Detailed design

(continued)

Assist with preparation of

detailed design drawings

Assistance with simulation Carry out simulations of annual energy consumption, thermal environment estimations, etc.

Assist with estimation work Cooperate in extracting quantities and collecting reference estimates.

5 Supervision Attend construction site meetings

Cooperate in performance

verification
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Assist with preparation of review

materials

Assist with preparation of basic

design specifications

Prepare particular specifications, floor plans, detailed drawings (including working drawings),

etc., by hand or using CAD.

Detailed design

(including

renovations)

Undergo briefings on facility design content (electricity, air-conditioning, sanitation) and

design procedures using schedules, review materials, and deliverables from projects that are in

progress or completed.

Undergo briefings on items for discussion with designers/structural architects, related

regulations, and items for discussion with government agencies at each stage.

Undergo briefings on the role and what is required of facility designers in the project, as well

as the duties of architects and the importance of confidentiality.

Undergo briefings on performance assurance, environmental load reduction, lifecycle costs,

future renewal, and other matters deeply related to facility design.

Undergo briefings on the necessary information for design documentation using examples of

basic design specifications and detailed design specifications.

Cooperate in inspections by various government agencies (fire department, building

confirmation and inspection bodies).

Cooperate with completion inspections and performance verification with regard to actual

environmental measurements and energy consumption analysis, etc., at the operational stage.

Undergo briefings on basic knowledge necessary for carrying out assistant work, such as heat

load calculation, basic design units, and drawing preparation.

*If there is no applicable project, substitute with recalculations for previous design projects and

drawing checks, etc.

Go to construction site and attend meetings between clients and builders in order to deepen

understanding of supervision work.

Illuminance calculation (including examination of fixings selection/installation), electricity load

aggregation, trunk line calculation, energy conservation calculation sheets, etc.

In addition, observe actual construction to experience the process from design to completed

building (includes assisting with construction management work).

Assist with preparation of comparative materials for clients, construction detail drawing for

designers' review, etc.

Undergo briefings on the relationship between facility and other construction work, such as

facility space/sectional details/continuous beams, using designs or structural design drawings.

Assist with preparation of design concept, facility design outline, basic design drawings

(including plot diagrams), etc.

Undergo briefings on main design themes such as high social interest/strong client requests,

based on actual examples.

Air-conditioning systems, heating systems, CO2 reduction, CASBEE, renewal, facility

diagnosis, energy diagnosis, commissioning.




